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Abstract

Sea urchin eggs exhibit a cap-dependent increase in protein synthesis within minutes after fertilization. This rise in protein synthesis occurs at a constant rate for a great number of proteins translated from the different available mRNAs. Surprisingly, we found that cyclin B, a major cell-cycle regulator, follows a synthesis pattern that is distinct from the global protein population, so we developed a mathematical model to analyze this dissimilarity in biosynthesis kinetic patterns. The model includes two pathways for cyclin B mRNA entry into the translational machinery: one from immediately available mRNA (mRNA\textsubscript{cyclinB}) and one from mRNA activated solely after fertilization (XXmRNA\textsubscript{cyclinB}). Two coefficients, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, were added to fit the measured scales of global protein and cyclin B synthesis, respectively. The model was reduced to identify the synthesis parameters and to allow its simulation. The calculated parameters for activation of the specific cyclin B synthesis pathway after fertilization included a kinetic constant ($k_a$) of 0.024 sec$^{-1}$, for the activation of XXmRNA\textsubscript{cyclinB}, and a critical time interval ($t_2$) of 42 minutes. The proportion of XXmRNA\textsubscript{cyclinB} form was also calculated to be largely dominant over the mRNA\textsubscript{cyclinB} form. Regulation of cyclin B biosynthesis is an example of a select protein whose translation is controlled by pathways that are distinct from housekeeping proteins, even though both involve the same cap-dependent initiation pathway. Therefore, this model should help gain insight to the signaling utilized for the biosynthesis of cyclin B and other select proteins.

**Key words:** translational control, deterministic model, cyclin B synthesis simulation.
Introduction

Translation is a key process in the control of gene expression. The steps of translation (initiation, elongation, and termination) involve multiple factors that are subjected to regulation (extensively reviewed by Mathews et al. 2007; Hershey et al. 2012). The great majority of mRNAs are translated by the cap-dependent pathway, which involves the binding of the initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) to the 5’ end of the mRNAs that contains m\textsuperscript{7}GpppN, where N is any nucleotide (Jackson et al. 1995). The protein eIF4E is a major regulator of translation initiation (Sonenberg and Gingras 1998). The availability of eIF4E in cells depends on the presence of eIF4E-binding proteins (4E-BPs) that compete with the large scaffolding protein eukaryotic initiation factor 4G (eIF4G) for a common binding site on eIF4E (Mader et al. 1995). The binding of 4E-BPs to eIF4E prevents cap-dependent translation (Haghighat et al. 1995) and is a source for translation regulation (Cormier et al. 2003; Cormier et al. 2016).

The sea urchin embryo has been used to understand two crucial cellular processes: protein translation regulation and control of the cell cycle (Hunt 2002; Cormier et al. 2003; Gilbert 2013; Cormier et al. 2016). The sea urchin genome did not undergo whole-genome duplication, so translational control factors are encoded by non-redundant genes (Morales et al. 2006; Sodergren et al. 2006). An increase in protein synthesis occurs at fertilization, which is required for completion of the first cell cycle and thus for the initiation of development (Epel 1990). This initial increase in protein synthesis is independent of new transcription, instead involving maternal mRNAs already present in the unfertilized egg (Epel 1967; Brandhorst 1976). Fertilization also provokes many changes in egg metabolism that could contribute to
translation regulation (Epel 1990; Parrington et al. 2007; Gilbert 2013). Fertilization triggers 4E-BP release from eIF4E, and consequently cap-dependent translation through an mTOR-sensitive pathway (Cormier et al. 2001; Salaun et al. 2003; Chasse et al. 2016; Cormier et al. 2016). A mechanism of 4E-BP regulation was first demonstrated in the sea urchin, wherein the 4E-BP pool rapidly disappears following fertilization (Salaun et al. 2003; Salaun et al. 2004; Salaun et al. 2005; Oulhen et al. 2007; Oulhen et al. 2010).

Fertilized sea urchin eggs are released from a block in the G1 phase of the cell cycle by a mechanism involving new protein synthesis. Thus, regulation of protein synthesis is intimately linked with regulation of the cell cycle. Early steps of translation take place from maternally available mRNAs. Although transcription of some mRNAs was demonstrated to occur soon after fertilization in the sea urchin (Wilt 1970; Brandhorst 1980), these transcripts are not required for the first cleavages (Gross and Cousineau 1963). In contrast, protein synthesis is mandatory for embryonic cell divisions (Wagenaar 1983; Dube 1988) – in particular, the synthesis of cyclins (Evans et al. 1983). For example, cyclin B associates with pre-existing cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) to form the CDK1:cyclin B complex, which drives the cell cycle (Hunt 2002; Murray 2004; Malumbres 2014). Cyclin B is abruptly degraded after induction of M-phase, allowing for M-phase exit and progression of the cell cycle (Hunt 2002; Murray 2004; Malumbres 2014). The de novo synthesis of cyclin B is then necessary for a new cell cycle to occur. The role of both CDK1 and cyclin B was discovered in and named for this cyclic behavior in the sea urchin (Evans et al. 1983).

Analysis of how translation regulates gene expression concluded that transcript levels by themselves are not sufficient to predict protein abundance in
many scenarios (Hershey et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2016). Several models were presented that attempt to understand the mRNA translation process (Komar et al. 2012; Zhao and Krishnan 2015). Eukaryotic mechanisms for translation initiation were traditionally separated into cap-dependent and cap-independent (or IRES-mediated) pathways, but this is an oversimplification (Komar et al. 2012). Cap-dependent translation may be the major route to initiate mRNAs for housekeeping proteins, whereas mRNAs coding for regulatory proteins may possess additional or alternative routes for entry into cap-dependent translational machinery (Hershey et al. 2012; Komar et al. 2012).

We previously detailed an integrative model for cap-dependent translation (Belle et al. 2010) and a parsimonious numerical model involving 4E-BP and eIF4E regulation that successfully fit with experimental results and predicted the regulation of 4E-BP abundance at fertilization (Laurent et al. 2014). The latest model also accommodated the increase in global protein synthesis accompanying fertilization (Laurent et al. 2014). Here, we empirically compared global protein and cyclin B synthesis. This approach necessitated the normalization of many different experimental data, which revealed a distinct dynamic profile for cyclin B synthesis compared to global protein synthesis. We then sought to revise the initial model to incorporate the observed difference between global protein and cyclin B biosynthesis. Hypothesizing that mRNA for cyclin B exists in two forms, with one not immediately available for translation, provided a better fit to the experimental data. The model now predicts that activation of the not-immediately-available form of mRNA accounts for almost 95% of cyclin B synthesis and takes place 42 minutes after fertilization. The parameters deduced from the model can now be used to design further experiments for understanding why two pathways evolved.
Results

**Biological measurements reveal a specific pattern for cyclin B accumulation**

Global protein synthesis following fertilization was measured by $[^{35}\text{S}]-\text{L-methionine}$ incorporation after pre-loading the sea urchin eggs with the radioactive amino acid. Global protein synthesis increased as a function of time after fertilization (Fig. 1, blue spots). The profiles of the newly synthesized proteins, as determined following electrophoretic resolution and autoradiography (Fig. 2), were comparable at different times after fertilization, as previously documented (Salaun et al. 2003; Chasse et al. 2016). Analysis of protein synthesis by pulse experiments, beginning at different time points after fertilization, revealed that the rate of synthesis increases from 0 to 30 minutes, and then remains constant up to 180 minutes (Fig. 3). Therefore, global protein synthesis uniformly affects almost all proteins, with a constant rate of synthesis from the available quantity of respective mRNAs.

The specific synthesis of cyclin B was determined by purifying $[^{35}\text{S}]-\text{cyclin B}$ from extracts. Labeled cyclin B was detected as a 45-47 kDa doublet on autoradiograms, which were then quantified by densitometric analysis. Values were harmonized among the independent experiments, which involved different parents, by standardizing all data as fractions of the maximum value. Mean values of cyclin B biosynthesis following fertilizations from 6 independent experiments were obtained, and revealed that cyclin B abundance increased progressively, reaching a maximum around 90-105 minutes after fertilization, and was abruptly degraded around 120 minutes after fertilization – which is after M-phase of the cell cycle, just prior to cytokinesis (Fig. 1, red points). No direct comparison between a representative,
unique protein and cyclin B was possible, so a comparison between global protein and specific cyclin B synthesis was obtained by adapting the scales so that values were comparable at the 60-min time point (Fig. 1, arrowed), when the kinetics of both are linear. In other words, the kinetics of global protein synthesis was used to represent a typical protein whose radioactive intensity would be the same as the radioactivity present in cyclin B at the 60 minutes time point after fertilization.

Control experiments were performed by immunoblotting for cyclin B to determine if the purification protocol was selecting a particular pool of cyclin B. The kinetics of cyclin B accumulation determined by immunoblotting was highly comparable with that of purified $[^{35}\text{S}]-$cyclin B, except that maternal cyclin B was detectable by immunoblot unfertilized eggs (i.e. time zero), as already reported (Chasse et al. 2016); this abundance increased about five fold following fertilization. The purification protocol was therefore preferred for analysis of de novo cyclin B synthesis after fertilization.

A summary of these differences in protein synthesis, within the context of morphological changes that follow fertilization, is shown in Figure 1. The blue points represent the kinetics of accumulation of newly synthesized (radiolabelled) global proteins whereas red points represent cyclin B. The amounts of each were scaled to the same units. The accumulation of newly synthesized cyclin B after fertilization is strikingly delayed compared to total protein, suggesting distinct regulation of translational activation for cyclin B mRNA.

**Model elaboration and justification**

A previous minimal model (Laurent et al. 2014) simulated the decrease in protein 4E-BP abundance at fertilization, modifying the equilibrium between
eIF4E:4E-BP and eIF4E:eIF4G complexes and triggering the increase in global protein synthesis that is characteristic of the initial phase of embryo development. A more detailed model was developed to investigate the dissimilarity between cyclin B and global protein synthesis dynamics observed at fertilization.

We first hypothesized that cyclin B mRNA was present in two forms, one that was immediately available for translation (mRNAcyclinB) and another that was not immediately available (XXmRNAcyclinB). The XXmRNAcyclinB messenger would be present in unfertilized oocytes and transformed upon fertilization into a form available for translation, referred to as XXmRNAcyclinBactive. For homogeneity, the mRNAs available for 4E-BP (mRNA4E-BP) and for global protein (mRNAProtein) synthesis by the cap-dependent pathway were also added to the model for homogeneity. The possibility that a unique mRNA for cyclin B may be gene-specific translated (Wek 1994; Fraser 2009; Hinnebusch et al. 2016; Young and Wek 2016) had been considered, but was not retained (see Discussion).

The reaction graph corresponding to the model is shown in Figure 4. The specific reactions considered, and their parameters, are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{R1;2} : & \quad \text{eIF4E} + 4E-\text{BP} \leftrightarrow \text{eIF4E:4E-BP} \quad (k_{\text{off1}}/k_{\text{on1}}) \\
\text{R3;4} : & \quad \text{eIF4E} + \text{eIF4G} \leftrightarrow \text{eIF4E:eIF4G} \quad (k_{\text{off2}}/k_{\text{on2}}) \\
\text{R5} : & \quad \text{eIF4E:eIF4G} + \text{mRNA4E-BP} \Rightarrow \text{eIF4E:eIF4G} + \text{mRNA4E-BP} + 4E-\text{BP} \quad (k_{\text{cat}}) \\
\text{R6} : & \quad \text{eIF4E:eIF4G} + \text{mRNAProtein} \Rightarrow \text{eIF4E:eIF4G} + \text{mRNAProtein} + \text{Protein} \quad (k_{\text{cat}}) \\
\text{R7} : & \quad 4E-\text{BP} \Rightarrow 0 \quad (k_{\text{lysis4E-BP}}) \\
\text{R8} : & \quad \text{XXmRNAcyclinB} \Rightarrow \text{XXmRNAcyclinBactive} \quad (k_a) \\
\text{R9} : & \quad \text{eIF4E:eIF4G} + \text{mRNAcyclinB} \Rightarrow \text{eIF4E:eIF4G} + \text{mRNAcyclinB} + \text{cyclinB\_1} \quad (k_{\text{cat}})
\end{align*}
\]
R10 : eIF4E:eIF4G + XXmRNAcyclinBactive => eIF4E:eIF4G + XXmRNAcyclinBactive + cyclinB_2 (k_{cat})

The first 7 reactions were derived from the previous minimal model (Laurent et al. 2014), with the addition of parameters mRNA4E-BP (R5) and mRNAProtein (R6). Reactions 8, 9, and 10 correspond to the minimal reactions required for the analysis of cyclin B biosynthesis. mRNAcyclinB corresponds to the mRNA available for cyclin B synthesis (R9) via pathway 1 (cyclinB_1), while XXmRNAcyclinB needs to be activated to XXmRNAcyclinBactive following fertilization (R8), before it is available for cyclin B synthesis through pathway 2 (cyclinB_2) (R10). All mRNAs were assumed to be translated by a cap-dependent pathway, and therefore to be dependent on the amount of eIF4E:eIF4G complex and on the corresponding amounts of mRNA; an identical reaction constant (k_{cat}) was assumed (see Discussion). Similarly to the previously published model, eIF4E is always considered to be associated with mRNA since the affinity and stability of the eIF4E:cap-structure of mRNA is very high (Sonenberg and Gingras 1998). The total amount of eIF4E and eIF4G also remain constant after fertilization (Oulhen et al. 2007).

Several parameters were considered for the simulation experiments and parameter determinations. Similar to the previous simplified model (Laurent et al. 2014), a delay for full activation (δ) and a time interval (t) from time zero (fertilization) were considered for the parameters k_{cat}, k_{off}, k_{lysisis4E-BP}, and \( k_a \). Two coefficients, α and β, were also integrated into the model in order to fit the scales for respectively global protein and cyclin B synthesis – which was necessitated by the different experimental protocols for each determination.

**Differential equations**
The differential equations from the reactions and considerations above were solved as:

(1) \( \frac{d[eIF4E]}{dt} = k_{\text{off1}}[eIF4E:4E-BP] + k_{\text{off2}}[eIF4E:eIF4G] - k_{\text{on1}}[eIF4E][4E-BP] - k_{\text{on2}}[eIF4E][eIF4G] \)

(2) \( \frac{d[4E-BP]}{dt} = k_{\text{off1}}[eIF4E:4E-BP] + k_{\text{cat}}[mRNA4E-BP][eIF4E:eIF4G] - k_{\text{on1}}[eIF4E][4E-BP] - k_{\text{lysis4E-BP}}[4E-BP] \)

(3) \( \frac{d[eIF4G]}{dt} = k_{\text{off2}}[eIF4E :eIF4G] - k_{\text{on2}}[eIF4E][eIF4G] \)

(4) \( \frac{d[eIF4E:4E-BP]}{dt} = k_{\text{on1}}[eIF4E][4E-BP] - k_{\text{off1}}[eIF4E:4E-BP] \)

(5) \( \frac{d[eIF4E:eIF4G]}{dt} = k_{\text{on2}}[eIF4E][eIF4G] - k_{\text{off2}}[eIF4E:eIF4G] \)

(6a) \( \frac{d[XXmRNAcyclinB]}{dt} = -ka[XXmRNAcyclinB] \)

(6b) \( \frac{d[XXmRNAcyclinBactive]}{dt} = +ka[XXmRNAcyclinB] \)

(7) \( \frac{d[Prot]}{dt} = \alpha k_{\text{cat}}[mRNAProtein][eIF4E:eIF4G] \)

(8) \( \frac{d[\beta\text{cyclinB}]}{dt} = \beta k_{\text{cat}}[mRNAcyclinB][eIF4E :eIF4G] + \beta k_{\text{cat}}[XXmRNAcyclinBactive][eIF4E :eIF4G] \)

**Model reduction**

Assuming that the general amount of cyclin B mRNA is constant, the sum \([XXmRNAcyclinB] + [XXmRNAcyclinBactive]\) is an invariant of the system. Therefore, equations (6b) and (8) can be reduced into a single equation:

\( \frac{d[\beta\text{cyclinB}]}{dt} = \beta k_{\text{cat}}[mRNAcyclinB][eIF4E:eIF4G] + \beta k_{\text{cat}}([XXmRNAcyclinB]_0 - [XXmRNAcyclinB])[eIF4E:eIF4G] \)

The next step was to simulate the model to determine if a set of parameters could be inferred that fit the experimental data; however, the system was under-determined.
with respect to available information on kinetic rates. We therefore focused on the inference of synthetic parameters, particularly on the ratio between pathway 1 and pathway 2 for cyclin B biosynthesis, which correspond to the ratio between mRNAcyclinB and XXmRNAcyclinBactive, and on the six parameters \( \alpha, \beta, k_a, k_{cat}, \delta \) (delay for full activation), and \( t \) (time interval from fertilization).

The following piecewise linear function was used to model the progressive changes of the kinetic parameters:

\[
f_{0,\delta}(t) = \frac{(t-t_0)}{\delta} \text{II}_{[t_0,t_0+\delta]}(t) + \text{II}_{[t_0+\delta,\infty]}(t)
\]

where \( \text{II} \) is the indicator function of the interval \( I \) (meaning that \( \text{II}_I(t)=1 \) if \( t \) is in \( I \), otherwise \( \text{II}_I(t)=0 \)). The function \( f_{0,\delta} \) increases linearly from 0 to 1 between the instances \( t_0 \) and \( t_0 + \delta \). The following progressive changes of the parameters \( k_{off1}, k_{lys4E-BP} \) (with parameters \( t_1, \delta_1 \)), and \( k_a \) (with parameters \( t_2, \delta_2 \)) could then be used:

\[
k_{off1}(t) = k_{off1,\min} + (k_{off1,\max} - k_{off1,\min}) f_{1,\delta_1}(t)
\]

\[
k_{lys4E-BP}(t) = k_{lys4E-BP,\min} + (k_{lys4E-BP,\max} - k_{lys4E-BP,\min}) f_{1,\delta_1}(t)
\]

\[
k_a(t) = k_a f_{2,\delta_2}(t)
\]

The change of \( k_{off1} \) starts immediately (\( t_1 = 0 \)), whereas \( \delta_1 \) was estimated to be equal to 5 minutes (Laurent et al. 2014). The parameters \( t_2 \) and \( \delta_2 \) for \( k_a \) have to be determined, so replacing \( k_a \) by its value in the differential equation (6a) yields:
\[ d [XXmRNAcyclinB](t)/dt = -k_a \left( \frac{(t-t_2)}{\delta_2} \right) \text{II}_{[t_2,\infty)}(t) + \text{II}_{[t_2+\delta_2, +\infty)}(t) \] [XXmRNAcyclinB](t) \]

This equation is solved on each interval \( I_1 = ]-\infty, t_2] \), \( I_2 = [t_2, t_2+\delta_2] \) and \( I_3 = ]t_2+\delta_2, +\infty[ \).

In interval \( I_1 \), the concentration \( XXmRNAcyclinB \) is constant. In interval \( I_2 \),

\[ d [XXmRNAcyclinB](t)/dt = -k_a(t-t_2)/\delta_2 \] [XXmRNAcyclinB](t) \]

whose solution is:

\[ [XXmRNAcyclinB](t) = [XXmRNAcyclinB]_0 \exp \left( -k_a(t-t_2)^2/(2\delta_2) \right) \]

In \( I_3 \), the following equation is verified as:

\[ d [XXmRNAcyclinB](t)/dt = -k_a \] [XXmRNAcyclinB](t) \]

whose solution is:

\[ [XXmRNAcyclinB](t) = [XXmRNAcyclinB]_0 \exp \left( -k_a\delta_2/2 \right) \exp \left( -k_a(t-t_2-\delta_2) \right) \]

To sum up, the solution of equation (6a) is:

\[ [XXmRNAcyclinB](t) = [XXmRNAcyclinB]_0 g_{ka,t_2,\delta_2}(t) \]

with

\[ g_{ka,t_2,\delta_2}(t) = \text{II}_{11}(t) + \text{II}_{12}(t) \exp \left( -k_a(t-t_2)^2/(2\delta_2) \right) + \text{II}_{13}(t) \exp \left( -k_a\delta_2/2 \right) \exp \left( -k_a(t-t_2-\delta_2) \right) \]

As \( [XXmRNAcyclinB] + [XXmRNAcyclinBactive] \) is constant, the solution for \( [XXmRNAcyclinBactive] \) can also be determined as:
The differential equations of the model were transformed as follows:

1. \[ \frac{d[eIF4E]}{dt} = k_{off1}[eIF4E:4E-BP] + k_{off2}[eIF4E:eIF4G] - k_{on1}[eIF4E][4E-BP] - k_{on2}[eIF4E][eIF4G] \]

2. \[ \frac{d[4E-BP]}{dt} = k_{off1}[eIF4E:4E-BP] + P1[eIF4E:eIF4G] - k_{on1}[eIF4E][4E-BP] - k_{lysis4E-BP}[4E-BP] \]

3. \[ \frac{d[eIF4G]}{dt} = k_{off2}[eIF4E :eIF4G] - k_{on2}[eIF4E][eIF4G] \]

4. \[ \frac{d[eIF4G:4E-BP]}{dt} = k_{on1}[eIF4E][4E-BP] - k_{off1}[eIF4E:4E-BP] \]

5. \[ \frac{d[eIF4E:eIF4G]}{dt} = k_{on2}[eIF4E][eIF4G] - k_{off2}[eIF4E:eIF4G] \]

6a. \[ [XXmRNAcyclinB](t) = [XXmRNAcyclinB]_0 \ g_{ka,t,\delta_2}(t) \]

6b. \[ [XXmRNAcyclinBactive](t) = [XXmRNAcyclinB]_0 \ (1 - g_{ka,t,\delta_2}(t)) \]

7. \[ \frac{d\alpha[Prot]}{dt} = P2[eIF4E:eIF4G] \]

8. \[ \frac{d\beta[cyclinB]}{dt} = ( P3 [eIF4E :eIF4G] + P4 (1 - g_{ka,t,\delta_2}(t)) ) \ [eIF4E :eIF4G] \]

with the different parameters defined as:

\[ P1 = k_{cat}[mRNA4E-BP] \]

\[ P2 = \alpha \ k_{cat}[mRNAProtein] \]

\[ P3 = \beta \ k_{cat}[mRNAcyclinB] \]

\[ P4 = \beta \ k_{cat}[XXmRNAcyclinB]_0 \]

These modifications offer the following advantage: The differential equation system can now be used for simulation without the necessity of knowing values for \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), nor the absolute amounts of each mRNA.
P1 = \( k_{\text{cat}[\text{mRNA4E-BP}]} \) was already determined as \( k_{\text{cat4E-BP}} \) (Laurent et al. 2014).

P3/P4 = \( \beta k_{\text{cat}[\text{mRNAcyclinB}]} / \beta k_{\text{cat}[\text{XXmRNAcyclinB}]} \) corresponds to the ratio at time zero between the two forms of mRNA for cyclin B biosynthesis through pathway 1 and pathway 2.

P4/(P3+P4) corresponds to the proportion of cyclin B mRNA in the XXmRNAcyclinB form.

P3/(P3+P4) corresponds to the ratio between cyclin B initial biosynthesis from cyclin B mRNA and final cyclin B biosynthesis. The rate of cyclin B biosynthesis from mRNAcyclinB can be directly determined from the experimental values in the first minutes of its synthesis.

When \( \alpha = \beta \), P2/(P3 +P4) = \( [\text{mRNAProtein}]/([\text{mRNAcyclinB}]+[\text{XXmRNAcyclinB}]) \) and thus corresponds to the biosynthesis of a characteristic protein whose mRNA is at the same total concentration of that of cyclin B. The ratio of the slopes of \( \alpha[\text{Protein}] \) and \( \beta[\text{cyclinB}] \) fits on the same biosynthetic scale and tends to this value P2/(P3+P4).

We also considered the possibility that \( k_{\text{cat}} \) for the XXmRNAcyclinB could be different from that of the other mRNAs; in this case, the Pi values will be the same.

Simulations and parameters changes at fertilization.

Simulations could now be performed using these differential equations in order to infer parameters P1, P2, P3, P4, \( k_a \), \( t_2 \), and \( \delta_2 \). Parameters for regulating the availability of eIF4E for cap-dependent protein synthesis by the decrease in the protein regulator 4E-BP were previously determined, and total concentrations of eIF4E, eIF4G, and 4E-BP were previously measured (Laurent et al. 2014). Using

We first observed that $\delta_2$, corresponding to the delay necessary for full activation of $k_a$, was not a determinant parameter, so it was fixed to 5 minutes, as was 4E-BP regulation. In contrast, $t_2$, the time interval from fertilization for the activation of $k_a$, appeared highly sensitive.

The parameter $P2 (\alpha k_{cat}[\text{mRNAProtein}])$ could be directly deduced from global protein biosynthesis kinetic. The best fit to the experimental data using a least-squares adjustment method was obtained with $P2 = 27.43 \text{ sec}^{-1}$.

The best fit of parameters $P3 (\beta k_{cat}[\text{mRNAcyclinB}])$, $P4 (\beta k_{cat}[\text{XXmRNAcyclinB}_0])$, $k_a$, and $t_2$ was searched using a least-squares adjustment method of the simulated curves to the experimental data. A best fit was obtained with $P3 = 4.055 \text{ sec}^{-1}$, $P4 = 80.111 \text{ sec}^{-1}$, $k_a = 0.02388 \text{ sec}^{-1}$, and $t_2 = 2527 \text{ sec (42 min)}$. The optimal distance in the least-squares determination was 0.0006645. The values are not impacted in the case of a different $k_{cat}$ value for the translation of XXmRNAcyclinB. $P3/P4 = 0.05$ indicated that 5% of cyclin B mRNA in the unfertilized egg would be immediately available for cyclin B synthesis, whereas 95% would be in the non-available XXmRNAcyclinB form.

Figure 5 illustrates how the simulated curves observed with the best-fitting parameters predict the experimental values for both global proteins and cyclin B. The contribution to total cyclin B synthesis from the two pathways, mRNAcyclinB (pathway1) and XXmRNAcyclinB (pathway2), is also shown.

**Sensitivity of the parameters**
Each of the parameters P3, P4, $k_a$, and $t_2$ were fixed at value intervals from -5% to +5% of the best-fitting values. The minimal square value was calculated and plotted for each of the 20 intervals selected for each parameter (Fig. 6), and a confidence interval was determined for each parameter in the 5% limit of the distance from the best-fitting value. P3 values ranged from 0 to 14 sec$^{-1}$; P4 from 68 to 89 sec$^{-1}$; $k_a$ from 0.003 sec$^{-1}$ to infinity; and $t_2$ from 33 to 47 minutes (Fig. 6). The best-fitting $k_a$ value was 0.029 sec$^{-1}$, but largely varied for increasing values without substantial influence on the global fit. The minimum value for $k_a$ is mathematically at least 0.003 sec$^{-1}$, but has no significant maximum value. We performed many simulations using a range of $k_a$ values: Increasing $k_a$ values sharpened the timing between first (0-35 minutes) and second (45-90 minutes) cyclin B synthesis phases without changing the slopes of the curves. Regarding the values of P3 and P4, the deduced ratio of mRNAcyclinB versus XXmRNAcyclinB would mathematically range between 0 and 15.6%, with a best-fit value of 4.82, showing that the biosynthesis of cyclin B through pathway 2 is dominant over pathway 1. The time interval for $k_a$ activation (42 minutes) appears to be an important, reliable determination from the simulations.

P3 and P4 may be linked, so we generated a heat map of their relationship (Fig. 7). The best fit, judged as the minimal square difference between calculated and experimental points, was computed for 20 values of both P3 and P4 parameters with $k_a$ and $t_2$ at their optimum value. The results were plotted as a heat-map curve. The best-fit values tracked along a line, with P4 increasing when P3 decreased. The highest P3 values influence the first slope of the simulation curve, while a decrease in P4 value may compensate to maintain the second slope of the curve.

Discussion
Much experimental data regarding the biosynthesis of proteins and the specific synthesis of cyclin B following fertilization in sea urchin eggs originated from many measurements made in the laboratory. Direct comparison between both sets of experimental results was never possible because no quantitative data on the absolute amounts of the measured proteins were available. The present analysis instead focused on the analysis of the kinetic profiles of the two independent sets of data. The objective was to compare the kinetics of cyclin B biosynthesis to the majority of other de novo-synthetized proteins, and to obtain parameters that fit the experimental observations, which would allow for experimental predictions in future experiments.

A model was built on the parsimony principle regarding the number of components involved – i.e. with the minimal number of parameters that would be necessary to fit the experimental data. The parsimonious model constructed took advantage of one major biological pathway for protein synthesis in eukaryotic cells, known as the cap-dependent pathway, which is directly reliant on the amount of initiation complex eIF4E:eIF4G and the amount of mRNA available for each protein; the constant for such reactions was called $k_{cat}$. Synthesis of each individual protein at fertilization could be assumed to be directly proportional to eIF4E:eIF4G and to the concentration of each mRNA in the sea urchin egg for two reasons: First, the cap-dependent pathway was predominant, including for synthesis of cyclin B, as judged from specific inhibition experiments of cap-dependent translation (Chasse et al. 2016). Second, the early steps of translation in the sea urchin zygote take place from maternal mRNAs, and are thus independent of transcription. The measured profile of cyclin B synthesis does not match the profile of global protein synthesis, so the mRNA for cyclin B was divided into two forms: one immediately available for cap-
dependent translation and one not immediately available (XXmRNA); both forms are present in unfertilized eggs because transcription is not necessary for the first cell cycle. At fertilization, we assume that the XXmRNA becomes active and available for translation via a pathway not yet identified.

Using an original combination of parameters in the differential equations, we were able to compare the post-fertilization kinetic profiles of cyclin B biosynthesis to other proteins. The combination was \( P1 = k_{\text{cat}}[\text{mRNA4E-BP}] \); \( P2 = \alpha k_{\text{cat}}[\text{mRNAProtein}] \); \( P3 = \beta k_{\text{cat}}[\text{mRNAcyclinB}] \); \( P4 = \beta k_{\text{cat}}[\text{XXmRNAcyclinB}]_0 \).

Introducing coefficients \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), used to fit the respective different scales of the measurements, combined with the unknown concentrations of respective mRNAs, enabled determination of the kinetic constant \( k_a \) for activation of cyclin B mRNA, which was at least equal to 0.0030 sec\(^{-1}\) and optimal at 0.02388 sec\(^{-1}\); whatever biological mechanism is responsible for this activation likely acts within this short period. Our approach also allowed us to determine that its activation is delayed until 42 minutes after fertilization, when a predominant proportion of cyclin B mRNA is activated.

The two pathways hypothesized for cyclin B entry into the translation machinery may help maintain low cyclin B levels in unfertilized eggs, to restrict the accumulation of cyclin B before fertilization, while ensuring rapid post-fertilization accumulation of the protein, for the formation and activation of the CDK1:cyclin B complex necessary for the fine tuning of cell cycle control. Several mechanisms that regulate these two pathways could be proposed. For example, XXmRNAcyclinB could be restricted in a cell compartment, as reported for maternal histone mRNAs, which are sequestered in the nucleus until its membrane breaks down (Showman et al. 1982). Nuclear sequestration is unlikely since cyclin B mRNA accumulates
substantially prior to nuclear envelope breakdown (see Fig. 1), whereas changes in cytoplasmic localization, which should make the mRNA available for translation, is a possibility. Another hypothesis involves the formation of a complex between cyclin B mRNA and a regulatory protein, such as a functional analog of Cytoplasmic Polyadenylation Element Binding protein (CPEB), first identified in Xenopus oocytes at maturation (Hake and Richter 1994). CPEB binds to a family of mRNAs in eukaryotic cells, controlling their entry in the translation machinery. mRNAs bound to CPEB are released for translation upon phosphorylation of CPEB (Mendez et al. 2002), which displaces the protein maskin from the polyadenylation sequence, thus allowing polymerization of the Poly A tail that recruits translational machinery via polyadenylate-binding protein (PABP) (Ivshina et al. 2014). Although CPEB proteins may exist in sea urchin, based on the presence of the gene in the genome (Morales et al. 2006), there is yet no experimental evidence for CPEB regulation at fertilization. Furthermore, maskin is not present in the sea urchin (Morales et al. 2006). Nevertheless, a mechanism that similarly regulates the availability of mRNA may exist in the sea urchin; if so, the $k_a$ of the mRNA bound to this unidentified protein would have to be at least 0.003 sec$^{-1}$, and its inactivation should occur around 40 minutes after fertilization.

Other models, based on gene-specific translation, could be built. A unique mRNA for cyclin B is one example. Such a model would necessitate a change in the $k_{cat}$ of cyclin B, from a low value in unfertilized eggs, to explain the presence of maternal cyclin B, to a high value, to fit with the increase observed after fertilization. In this proposal, $k_a$ would correspond to the activation parameter $k_{cat}$-cyclin B. Importantly, the delay and activation time ($k_a$) between the low to the high value of $k_{cat}$-cyclin B would have to be the same. Instead of the ratio between two mRNAs for
cyclin B, the fraction (P3/P4) of available mRNA would become the fraction of high-to-low values of $k_{\text{cat}}$-cyclin B for the translation of a unique cyclin B mRNA. However, a model keeping $k_{\text{cat}}$ constant for all individual mRNAs, including mRNAs for cyclin B, is preferred since all mRNAs enter the same cap-dependent translational machinery (Chassé et al. 2016).

Several scenarios could have been used to build the model. We chose one using parsimony principle that is compatible with the biological data. The model generated simulated the biological observations, and provided predictions for further empirical experiments. The originality of the mathematical derivations circumvents the gaps in the biological data (no absolute values and different scale determinations), but still allows for the input of data when these become available. The model can also be used for deciding how “wet” experiments should be conducted to definitively identify the molecular mechanisms responsible for cyclin B translational control.

The translation of proteins, like heat-shock protein 90 (Hsp90) and actin, are also reported to be delayed after fertilization (Bedard and Brandhorst 1986). Conversely, the small subunit of ribonucleotide reductase appears to be actively translated soon after sea urchin fertilization (Standart et al. 1985). Comparison of each of these proteins to that of the de novo synthesis of cyclin B would be interesting, when experimentally possible, as it might help reveal how gene-specific mRNAs are translationally controlled.

**Material and Methods**

**Handling of gametes and embryos**

*Sphaerechinus granularis* sea urchins, collected in the Brest area (France),
were maintained in running seawater at Centre de Ressources Biologiques Marines (CRBM) in the Roscoff Biological Station. Spawning of gametes, fertilization, and cell culture were as described (Marc et al. 2002; Oulhen et al. 2010). Experiments were only performed on batches exhibiting greater than 90% fertilization and activation. Each experiment used gametes from a single female.

**Determination of protein synthesis in vivo**

Unfertilized eggs (5% suspension in filtered seawater) were incubated for 1 hour in the presence of 10 µCi/ml $[^{35}S]$-L-methionine (Perkin Elmer). Eggs were then harvested by centrifugation, rinsed three times, re-suspended in fresh seawater, and fertilized. Batches (500 µL) of the zygote suspension were taken at different times, and then pelleted and frozen in liquid nitrogen.

For pulse labeling experiments, eggs (5% suspension in filtered seawater) were fertilized and cultured at 16°C under constant agitation. Every 15 minutes, batches of zygotes (500 µL) were pulse-labeled for 10 minutes with 10 µCi/ml $[^{35}S]$-L-methionine. After rinsing in filtered seawater, zygotes were pelleted and frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Soluble protein extracts (13,000g supernatants) were prepared as previously described (Marc et al. 2002; Oulhen et al. 2010). Total $[^{35}S]$-L-methionine uptake was determined on duplicate aliquots of the extract. $[^{35}S]$-L-methionine incorporation into proteins was measured on duplicate aliquots after 10% trichloroacetic acid precipitation on Whatman 3M filters (GEHealthcare). Radioactivity was counted in the presence of Optiphase Supermix scintillation liquid (Perkin Elmer). The results, expressed in arbitrary units, correspond to the percentage of $[^{35}S]$-L-methionine incorporated into proteins over total radioactivity recovered in the cells. Radioactive
proteins were visualized after resolution of the proteins from an aliquot of each supernatant on 12% acrylamide SDS gels, followed by autoradiography on Kodak Biomax MR film (Sigma).

**Determination of cyclin B synthesis in vivo**

Cyclin B synthesis was measured using two independent protocols, one involving cyclin B purification from $[^{35}\text{S}]$-L-methionine labeled extracts and the other by immunoblotting total egg extracts.

De novo-synthesized cyclin B was quantified after affinity purification of the whole CDK1/cyclin B complex on p13suc1-Sepharose beads, as previously described (Marc et al. 2002). Briefly, soluble extracts from $[^{35}\text{S}]$-L-methionine-labeled embryos, as described above, were prepared at different times following fertilization. Protein bound to p13suc1-Sepharose beads was recovered and resolved by 12% acrylamide SDS gels. Labeled bands were revealed by autoradiography on Kodak Biomax MR film (Sigma) and quantified after digitization of the films using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).

Total cyclin B abundance was quantified by immunoblotting total extracts of embryos at different times following fertilization, as previously reported (Chassé et al., 2016). Briefly, solubilized proteins were resolved by SDS gel electrophoresis (12% acrylamide/0.1% bisacrylamide gels) and transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes. Cyclin B was immunodetected with rabbit polyclonal antibodies directed against *S. granularis* cyclin B (Lozano et al. 1998), a generous gift from Professor Gérard Peaucellier (Banyuls, France). The antigen-antibody complex was detected and quantified as previously reported (Chasse et al. 2016).
Programming, calculations, and graphical framework representation

The programming, simulations, and calculations were performed using the Python package Scipy (Olivier et al. 2002; Perez and Granger 2007; Ekmekci et al. 2016). Cytoscape software for integrated models of biomolecular interaction networks (Shannon et al. 2003) was used to generate the reaction graph of the model.
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Legend to figures

Figure 1. Kinetics of de novo global protein versus cyclin B synthesis after fertilization.

Global protein synthesis and cyclin B synthesis were determined from independent experiments using 6 to 8 different sea urchin pairs of parents. Embryo culture was performed at 16°C. Mean time of occurrence of nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD) and cytokinesis are indicated (black bars). Values at time points, ranging up to 3 hours after fertilization for global proteins and up to the maximal level of cyclin B during the first cell division, are shown in arbitrary units as a function of time after fertilization, and were scaled for comparison for a mean protein at 60 minutes (relative to the same incorporation of \([^{35}\text{S}]-\text{methionine into cyclin B}\) (arrowed).

Figure 2. Electrophoretic pattern of proteins synthetized after fertilization.
Egg extracts were prepared from \([^{35}\text{S}]-\text{methionine-loaded eggs at different times after fertilization, and subjected to electrophoresis and autoradiography. The migration position of cyclin B is indicated by an arrow.}

Figure 3. Rate of protein synthesis following fertilization. The rate of protein synthesis determined by \([^{35}\text{S}]-\text{methionine pulse experiments. Each determination was performed at the indicated time after fertilization. The values from 13 independent experiments ± standard error are indicated in arbitrary units.}

Figure 4. Reaction graph of the model. The reaction graph was generated using the Cytoscape software. Reactions and components are drawn in blue. The synthetized proteins are shown in green, with the two pathways for cyclin B synthesis.

Figure 5. Simulation of protein and cyclin B synthesis after fertilization using the best-fit parameters determined from the model. The experimental values are indicated on the simulation curves. The red curve corresponds to the synthesis of cyclin B from mRNAcyclinB (pathway 1). The green curve corresponds to the synthesis of cyclin B from the activated XXmRNAcyclinB (pathway 2). The sum of both is shown in purple.

Figure 6. Sensitivity of the model parameters. Each parameter was analyzed at value intervals from -5% to +5% of the best-fit value. The least-squares value was calculated from 20 intervals of the indicated parameter, and plotted in comparison to the original best-fit value (red line).

Figure 7. Heat-map of best-fit values when varying P3 and P4 parameters of the model. Least-squares values for P3 ($\beta_{k_{cat}[mRNAcyclinB]}$) and P4 ($\beta_{k_{cat}[XXmRNAcyclinB]_0}$) varying from their best-fit values (white x) with other parameters maintained at their best-fit values.
Fig. 1. Graph showing protein synthesis (arbitrary units) over time after fertilization (minutes). The x-axis represents time after fertilization (minutes), ranging from 0 to 180. The y-axis represents protein synthesis, ranging from 0.00 to 0.40. The graph includes markers for NEBD and cytokinesis. Blue circles represent protein synthesis, and red circles represent cyclin B.
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